
                        STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
  

MEETING DETAILS 

Club: Riccarton Park Synthetic Races at Riccarton 
Date: Wednesday, 10 August 2022 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Synthetic, R7 Heavy 10 grass track 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Davidson (Chair), V Algar, R Haley 
Vet: D Williamson BVSc, E Reedy BVSc 
Typist: C McMullan 

 

SUMMARY    

Suspensions: Race 1 
 
2 
 

M Taylor PEUT RESPIRER 
Careless riding 1200 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 20/8-28/8, 5 days  
K Mudhoo HEADS UP 
Careless riding 2100 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 20/8-28/8, 5 days  

Fines: Race 2 
 
3 
 
3 
 
6 

J & K Parsons LOCKRAAR 
Neglect in saddling (omitted a pad) [Rule 614(2)] $150 
B Murray MAMMA SANS 
Unable to make contracted weight [Rule 330(3)(c)] $250 
D Montes de Oca WHALE SONG 
Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(g)(i)] [$250 
M Taylor SOMBRA DEAMOR 
Whip use arm above shoulder height [Rule 638(3)(f)(ii)] $250 

Warnings: Race 8 
 
8 

J Laking THE MOTIVATOR 
Shifting ground 1000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
M McNab PAGE THREE 
Shifting ground 400 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Protests: Nil   

Request for Ruling: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 3 MAMMA SANS 
Bled. 3 month stand down from racing or trialling, 2 month stand down from 
exercise. Veterinary certificate required 

Follow Up: Race 7 INTERLLECTUS 

Rider Changes: Race 3 MAMMA SANS 
T Moseley replaced B Murray (Overweight) 

Late Scratchings: Nil   

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Swabbing: DOC MARTYN, ARABIA, RAINMAN, EKSTREMEMISS, OVER TO YOU, LIGHT UP, HAPPY STAR, 
HE’S RIC, JIN LU, MEGALOMANIAC 
 
Pre-race blood testing was undertaken at this meeting. 

 

GENERAL 

S Phelan (HAPPY STAR) - Stewards lodged an information under Rule 638(2) alleging that rider S Phelan made a 
celebratory gesture prior to the winning post. As S Phelan had to leave the racecourse to catch a flight, the 
information was adjourned for hearing sine die. 
 

 



SUPPLEMENTARY 

Nothing to report 

 

RACE COMMENTS 

Race 1 WEST FITZROY APARTMENTS MAIDEN 1600m 

BEAUTY’S SECRET (T Taiaroa) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
CEEDOUBLEUJAY (J Laking) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
CARDINAL (D Montes de Oca) - Shifted inwards shortly after the start crowding an inside runner. Raced keenly in the 
early and middle stages and near the 1100 metres had to be steadied to avoid the heels of the runner in front. 
Continued to race greenly through the run down the back straight and near the 1000 metres had to shift ground 
outwards again to avoid heels and in doing so made firm contact with ANNEXCEPTION who was hampered.  
 
ANNEXCEPTION (G Jogoo) - Began awkwardly losing ground. Hampered passing the 1000 metres. 
 
AREYOUOKAY (C Carmine) - Raced ungenerously in the early and middle stages. 
 
DICELAND (L Allpress) - Buffeted between runners racing into the first bend. Crowded and steadied passing the 1200 
metres and as a result got its head up. 
 
HIDALGO (K Asano) - Dictated inwards passing the 1200 metres. Crowded and checked passing the 1100 metres. 
 
PERIA’S LEGACY (S Muniandy) - Raced in restricted room and had to steady passing the 1000 metres, with the trailing 
CARDINAL also having to be restrained at this point. 
 
VITAL PERFECTION (C Barnes) - Raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
 
M Taylor (PEUT RESPIRER) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that she permitted her mount PEUT RESPIRER to 
shift inwards dictating HIDALGO onto DICELAND which was crowded and checked near the 1200 metres, then 
continued to shift inwards with HIDALGO being crowded and checked near the 1100 metres. After considering 
submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a suspension of M Taylor’s licence to ride in races from the 
conclusion of racing on Friday 19 August until the conclusion of racing on Sunday 28 August, 5 national riding days. 
 

Race 2 FULTON HOGAN MAIDEN 2200m 

NELLIE GREY (G Jogoo) - Slow to begin. 
 
DEGREEOFINNOCENCE (K Williams) - Slow to begin. 
 
LOCKRAAR (M Taylor) - Slow to begin. 
 
TREKOLURE (L Allpress) - Crowded and checked passing the 2100 metres. 
 
HEADS UP (K Mudhoo) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
DEVIL IN DISGUISE (M McNab) - Raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
 
K Mudhoo (HEADS UP) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that he permitted his mount HEADS UP to shift 
inwards when not sufficiently clear of TREKOLURE which was crowded and checked passing the 2100 metres. After 
considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a suspension of K Mudhoo’s licence to ride in races 



from the conclusion of racing on Friday 19 August until the conclusion of racing on Sunday 28 August, 5 national 
riding days. 
 
Trainers J & K Parsons (LOCKRAAR) - Stable representative K McDonald admitted a breach of neglect in saddling in 
that a pad was omitted from the gear of LOCKRAAR with the rider weighing .3kgs light. After considering submissions 
the Adjudicative Committee imposed a fine of $150. 
 

Race 3 JANET FRANCIS OPEN HANDICAP 2200m 

YOUNEVERKNOW (S Toolooa) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
RED RUFUS (C Barnes) - Slow to begin. 
 
RAINMAN (L Allpress) - Slow to begin. 
 
WHALE SONG (D Montes de Oca) - Slow to begin. 
 
MAMMA SANS (T Moseley) - Returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils. Following a veterinary 
inspection MAMMA SANS was confirmed to have bled. MAMMA SANS shall not be ridden in exercise for a period of 
two months or start in any race or trial for a period of three months, and then only after a satisfactory gallop of at 
least 1000 metres in the presence of a Veterinarian. Trainer M Cuneen indicated to stewards she would probably 
retire the mare. 
 
ARE YOU CEREAL (W Papier) - Raced ungenerously throughout the early and middle stages having to be firmly 
restrained off heels on a number of occasions. Briefly held up entering the home straight. 
 
B Murray (MAMMA SANS) - Admitted a charge in that he was unable to make the contracted weight for MAMMA 
SANS and was replaced. After considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a fine of $250. 
 
D Montes de Oca (WHALE SONG) - Admitted a charge in that he struck his mount WHALE SONG 6 times prior to the 
100 metre mark. After considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a fine of $250. 
 

Race 4 NAUTICAL INSURANCE AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP 2200m 

GOING STEADY (A Frye) - Began awkwardly. 
 
STAR VISTA (S MacNab) - Slow to begin. Hampered 1100 metres. Raced wide without cover through the early stages. 
 
A LITTLE VAGUE (M Dunne) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
YEAH RIGHT (K Downing) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
BLACK CHEETAH (M Norcott) - Contacted at the start.  
 
HILLERSDEN (A Riddell) - As the tempo of the race eased slightly improved onto heels having to steady and shift out 
hampering STAR VISTA which was dictated wider passing the 1100 metres. A Riddell was advised to exercise greater 
care.  
 
PLATINUM PETALS (N Brown) - Placed in restricted room clipping a heel and blundering when RED SUNDAY lay in and 
away from HILLERSDEN on the point of the bend near the 900 metres. After viewing footage and questioning riders 
Stewards were of the opinion that no rider was at fault, with all riders reminded to give runners to their inside 
sufficient room. 
 



Race 5 HAASE MARSHALL DRAINAGE MAIDEN 1200m 

MADISON ROSE (D Montes de Oca) - Began awkwardly shifting outwards abruptly crowding outside runners. 
 
ANAHERA (T Moseley) - Began awkwardly. 
 
THE DUDE (S Wynne) - Slow to begin. 
 
AORANGI ASSASSIN (G Jogoo) - Slow to begin. Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
MISS OTIS REGRETS (C Barnes) - Contacted at the start. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages.  
 
SATELLITE (L Allpress) - Contacted then crowded shortly after the start losing ground. Held up near the 300 metres 
having to shift out across heels and was unable to obtain clear running until approaching the 100 metres. 
 
HIGHLAND FLING (L Callaway) - Held up approaching the 200 metres and was unable to obtain clear running with the 
gelding going to the line untested. 
 
COVARCHI (M Taylor) - Contacted then crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
INGENIOUS (C Johnson) - Contacted then crowded losing ground shortly after the start. 
 
BABY CHEESES (B Murray) - Raced wide without cover throughout. 
 
MARCHING ON TAVI (J Laking) - Held up near the 300 metres and raced in restricted room over the concluding 
stages. Stewards questioned rider J Laking on his decision not to take a marginal run to the inside of KIZ inside the 100 
metres, with the rider explaining that he was aware of KIZ shifting ground throughout the run home and although 
there appeared to be room he was mindful that KIZ would shift inwards under pressure over the concluding stages 
and for safety reasons decided not to take the marginal run. Stewards noted Mr Laking’s explanation. J Laking further 
advised that in his opinion the gelding was looking for further ground at this stage of its preparation. 
 
TAIL LIGHTS (M McNab) - Rider advised he got back on a very quick tempo and found it difficult to make ground over 
the concluding stages, adding that in his opinion the mare was looking for further ground. 
 

Race 6 ELMWOOD TRADING CO 1600m 

GLOBAL STAR (R Beeharry) - Began awkwardly. Raced ungenerously getting its head up on a number of occasions in 
the early and middle stages. Rider reported that the mare had hung throughout. 
 
BELASARD (D Montes de Oca) - Slow to begin then blundered losing ground. 
 
TIFFIN (T Moseley) - Began awkwardly. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages. Lost the near hind shoe during 
the running. 
 
TRABRUK (S Wynne) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
LADY MODENA (R Mudhoo) - Over raced in the early and middle stages. 
 
ANTEATER (L Allpress) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
LIGHT UP (C Johnson) - When asked to comment on the apparent improved performance, trainer P Robson advised 
she was confident of the gelding showing an improved performance after being caught wide at its last start. She 
added that LIGHT UP had been aided by a patient front running ride by a senior rider. 



 
SOMBRA DEAMOR (M Taylor) - Lay in under pressure in the run home having to be straightened passing the 250 
metres. 
 
M Taylor (SOMBRA DEAMOR) - Admitted a charge in that she used her whip with an action which raised the rider’s 
arm above shoulder height. After considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a fine of $250.  
 

Race 7 HOSPITALITY NZ CANTERBURY GRAND NATIONAL HURDLE (TURF) 4200m 

MIZZENA (C Case) - Slow to begin. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
 
PHELAN FOXY (G Walsh) - Began awkwardly losing ground. Hampered by fallen runner passing the second last fence.  
 
HE’S RIC (H McNeill) - Put in a poor leap at the fence near the 2600 metres making contact with the fence and landing 
awkwardly. 
 
INTERLLECTUS (S Fannin) - Under pressure from the 1000 metres and was retired from the race prior to jumping the 
third last fence. Rider S Fannin could offer no excuses other than the gelding had been under pressure a long way 
from home. A post race veterinary inspection revealed slow recovery and high heart rate.  Stewards will follow up 
with connections coming days. 
 
DAL KILCHOAN (P Matthews) - Hit the second last fence hard landing awkwardly blundering and dislodging its rider.  
A post race veterinary inspection revealed a small amount of blood from both nostrils consistent with a minor trauma 
injury received during the fall. Otherwise no other abnormalities were detected.  Rider P Matthews was attended to 
by St John Paramedics and cleared of any injury. 
 
S Phelan (HAPPY STAR) - Stewards lodged an information under Rule 638(2) alleging that rider S Phelan made a 
celebratory gesture prior to the winning post. As S Phelan had to leave the racecourse to catch a flight, the 
information was adjourned for hearing sine die. 
 

Race 8 HOTELIERS CHALLENGE 1600m 

FINAL SAVINGS (M Taylor) - Slow to begin. Raced keenly in the middle stages and had to be steadied away from heels 
passing the 750 metres. 
 
JILDI JILDI (C Johnson) - Slow to begin. Had some trouble obtaining clear running through the middle stages of the run 
home. 
 
DRAKE BAY (L Callaway) - Slow to begin. Commenced to race keenly through the early and middle stages. 
 
TAVILIGHT (K Asano) – Knuckled shortly after the start briefly unbalancing its rider losing ground. Placed in restricted 
room rounding the final bend having to be steadied when under pressure. 
 
SUTHERLAND (K Mudhoo) - Over raced in the early and middle stages. 
 
STOP YELLING (D Bothamley) - Raced three wide without cover from the 900 metres. 
 
HEY SOUL SISTER (G Jogoo) - Raced wide without cover throughout. 
 
PAGE THREE (M McNab) - Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. Had to be steadied to avoid the heels of 
THE MOTIVATOR which shifted in passing the 1000 metres. When questioned about the performance, rider was 
unable to offer any tangible excuse other than the mare had raced keenly through the early and middle stages. 
 



J Laking (THE MOTIVATOR) - Issued with a warning after permitting his mount THE MOTIVATOR to shift inwards when 
not fully clear of PAGE THREE which had to be steadied passing the 1000 metres. When assessing this matter 
Stewards took into account some influence from LA OPCION which also shifted ground at this point. 
 
M McNab (PAGE THREE) - Issued with a warning after permitting his mount PAGE THREE to shift outwards dictating 
JIN LU outwards onto TAVILIGHT which was crowded and had to steady near the 400 metres. 
 

Race 9 RACECOURSE HOTEL & MOTOR LODGE 1200m 

ROW OF EIGHTS (G Jogoo) - Began awkwardly contacting VINO BELLA. 
 
VINO BELLA (T Moseley) - Began awkwardly then contacted losing ground. Steadied passing the 50 metres when 
placed in restricted room by runners either side which shifted ground. 
 
SHOW ME CHAMPAGNE (K Williams) - Slow to begin. Not persevered with in the run home with the rider reporting 
the mare had made abnormal breathing noises consistent with choking on some impediment. 
 
GLOBAL BEAUTY (T Taiaroa) - Slow to begin. 
 
CATALINA BAY (M McNab) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
PAMPAS (D Bothamley) - Raced ungenerously in the early and middle stages. Briefly steadied passing the 100 metres 
having to shift ground outwards to find clear racing room. 
 
MAKE BELIEVE (K Mudhoo) - Raced wide in the early to middle stages. Crowded and had to steady passing the 200 
metres when TAP ‘N’ GO (J Laking) shifted in under pressure. J Laking was advised to exercise greater care and 
straighten him mount sooner than he had on this ocassion. 
 
LOVEBUG (C Barnes) - Raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
 
MEGALOMANIAC (L Allpress) - Shifted in under pressure throughout the run home making brief contact with TAP ‘N’ 
GO near the 50 metres. 
 
TAP ‘N’ GO (J Laking) - Briefly contacted near the 50 metres. 
 
Following the running of this race the connections of the second placed horse viewed replays of the incident passing 
the 50 metres before deciding not to lodge an objection. 
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


